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UNIQUE EQUIPMENT
FOR UNIQUE CHALLENGES
Kropf Industrial is a Canadian com-

in your operation. We offer a wide

pany founded in 1977. Since then, we

range of equipment, all of which can

have been heavily involved in the

be tailored to meet your exact re-

marine industry, supplying innovative

quirements. Whether you are moving

equipment to launch, retrieve, store,

material in the yard, or weldments

and dock boats. Our industry-leading

in your factory, Kropf can design a

Conolift line of hydraulic equipment

custom solution that will provide the

is recognized for its unique features,

maximum improvement in efficiency

engineered reliability, and remarkable

for your operation.

ease of use.

With extensive experience and

Kropf Industrial has leveraged this

advanced engineering, contact Kropf

experience to bring you a line of hy-

Industrial today to see how we can

draulic equipment designed to solve

help you improve your operations

unique material handling challenges

and your bottom line.
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INDUSTRIAL MOBILE LIFTS
Advanced construction and a range of options
will improve the efficiency of your operation.
Kropf Industrial’s rubber-tired gantry lifts represent

the operator with accurate weights of whatever

a valuable investment in improving the efficiency

is being lifted, ensuring safe limits are always

and safety of your operation, whether moving raw

maintained. Reliable Tier 3 or 4 diesel power

material in the yard, transporting work in progress,

is standard, coupled to high quality hydraulic

or loading trucks for shipping. These engineered lifts

pumps, cylinders, winches, and planetary drives.

feature a high-strength, low alloy tube frame design.

All machines come standard with a 2 year frame

Ackerman steering with slew bearings provides a

and hydraulic system warranty, or 2,000 hours,

tight turning radius and dependable performance.

whichever comes first. Fixed position lifts are also

All functions are controlled from a dashboard-style

available, which can be a very economical solution

control panel mounted in a gondola operator station

depending on your application.

that offers excellent visibility. Load gauges provide

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
Full radio remote control including
drive/steering/throttle/slings
Two or four point lifting
Hydraulic sling positioners
Four-wheel steering
Night work package
Cold weather package
Custom lifting frames
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SELF-LOADING HYDRAULIC TRAILERS
Towed or self-propelled trailers featuring expanding
frames and vertical or tilt lift and loading capacity.
Kropf offers a full line of towable or self-propelled

On the self-propelled models, 180 degree front

hydraulic trailers. With capacities up to 100 tons,

steering allows for maximum maneuverability,

these trailers feature an open frame design that

while joystick control and a sit-down operator’s

allows you to straddle material to be lifted, and

station with pivoting seat maximizes operator

easily place blocking or lifting beams. Other features

comfort and visibility while moving in any direction.

include the ability to hydraulically expand the width

We can engineer a lifting attachment system for

of the trailer, and hydraulic frame lift, which allows

your specific application, including pads, arms,

the unit to pick a load up and set it down without the

crossbeams, or some other method depending on

use of other equipment.

your requirements.

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
Radio remote control
Rear wheel assist for steep grades
Four-wheel crab steering
Enclosed operator’s station
Custom lifting beds or attachments
Tilt-and-load functionality
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HYDRAULIC DOLLIES
Unique solution for moving long and bulky pieces in tight quarters.
Designed for applications with long, bulky, heavy

Available with up to 30 tons capacity per dolly,

pieces to be moved in tight quarters or areas with

these units feature onboard gas or diesel power, a

low overhead clearance, hydraulic dollies can be a

hydrostatic drive system with planetary wheel drives,

safe and efficient solution for these unique handling

and a drop down castor for maneuvering the units

challenges that defy traditional solutions. Each unit is

when empty.

radio remote controlled, and can be controlled individually or as a pair from one transmitter.

OPTIONS
Hydraulic bed lift
Custom wheel designs
Custom tie downs and anchor points.
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CONTAINER TRAILERS
Providing level self-loading capacity for moving a range of containers.
Kropf Industrial’s unique container trailers offer a

the loading process, and enable the operator to move

simple and efficient way to transport sea containers

loaded containers without additional equipment.

and storage containers for the construction and

Available in a rear-load or vertical load configuration,

self-storage industries. These self-loading and

these trailers feature robust steel construction with

unloading trailers keep containers level throughout

an onboard Honda power pack and hydraulic system,
precision custom components, and high quality axles
and running gear.

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
Radio remote control
Hydraulic powered rear stabilizers
Hydraulic pivoting tongue
Self-propelled front dolly wheel
Custom sizes and capacities
Tilt and load configuration
KROPF INDUSTRIAL INC
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HAULLE TRAILER TUGS
The use of a trailer tug offers numerous benefits,
including improved use of space and reduced in-yard damage.
Conolift’s Haulle trailer tug is a highly maneuverable and
rugged unit that can convert any yard or highway trailer
into a self-propelled workhorse. Independently controlled

CAPACITIES
- Towing Capacity: 40,000 lbs

hydraulic wheel drives enable precise control in tight quarters,

- Fifth wheel tongue load: 15,000 lbs

even at creep speed. Featuring an integrated engine and air

- Ball/pintle hitch capacity: 8,000 lbs

compressor, hydraulic lift on the fifth wheel and pintle hitch,

- Increased Capacities Available

and convenient radio remote, this versatile unit will be a
unique and valuable asset in your facility.

FEATURES
Onboard gas-powered engine
Radio remote control with manual backup
Hydraulic locking fifth wheel
Hydraulic lift on fifth wheel and pintle hitch
Onboard 12V air compressor and air tank
Air brake glad hand and hose
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Hydraulic stabilizer wheels
KROPF INDUSTRIAL INC

CUSTOM EQUIPMENT
Experienced design capacity to solve unique process challenges.
If you have an ongoing challenge that reduces

learning your process and the challenges involved,

efficiency in your operation, and defies standard

and can suggest alternatives based either on our

equipment, consider contacting us to discuss a

standard equipment, or a completely new solution.

custom designed and engineered solution. Past

Utilizing 3D design software, and leveraging our

projects have included pallet turners, conveyor

partnerships with key suppliers, we will be able to

belt winders, jib cranes, and other custom designs

provide timely and accurate proposals, tailored to

uniquely suited to the customer’s application.

your needs, and ensuring that you have confidence in

Our experienced sales and design staff will invest in

the proposed solution before production begins.

FEATURES
3D design and engineering
Advanced controls and systems
Custom fabricating and machining
Delivery and installation
Project management
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CONOLIFT
AQUACULTURE
MARINE
Innovation and quality have been the defining characteristics of our products since we were founded in 1977.

KROPF CONOLIFT

With a well-equipped facility and experienced workforce, Kropf Industrial is capable of handling a wide variety

Manufactures a full line of versatile marine hydraulic

of custom design and fabrication projects in addition to the products offered by our three primary divisions.

equipment that will improve your operations and
increase your bottom line. Available in 3-100 Tonnes.

KROPF AQUACULTURE
Manufactures steel pontoon fish cages and walkways.
These rugged steel cages provide a safe and secure
structure with a working platform for fish farming
operations.

KROPF MARINE
Has been providing quality steel tube floating dock
systems to discerning clients for over 25 years.
Our commitment to superior workmanship and
conscientious customer service has allowed Kropf
Industrial Inc. to become an industry leader in the
floating dock market.

CONTACT US FOR ALL YOUR MARINE NEEDS

North America 1.888.480.3777 Worldwide 705.378.2453
www.kropﬁndustrial.com • info@kropﬁndustrial.com
1 Quebec Drive, Seguin ON P2A 0B2

